in his admonition that scholarship not remain oblivious to its modernist and postmodernist foundations.
Always in danger of mistaking its own truths as universal, a kind of transference, critical scholarship loses its way when it obliterates the "historical contingency of both the other sign-regimes and our own theorizations." Nakatani's essay is a lucid instance of this problematic also raised in several of the essays collected here. When Margaret Hillenbrand argues forcefully in "The National Allegory Revisited: Writing Public and Private in Contemporary Taiwan" that Fredric Jameson's allegorical mode starts to mean something rather different in the work of Taiwan writer Zhu Tianxin, she, too, is clarifying the importance of embedded critique in critical theory. Eluding or coming to terms with transference requires working critical theory back through the historical singularities, which in fact are legitimating its claims in the first instance.
While Nakatani targets the careless imperialism of scholarly modernists, John C. de Boer's "Circumventing the Evils of Colonialism: Yanaihara Tadao and Zionist Settler Colonialism in Palestine" documents critical misreading. This unusual piece explores how Yanaihara, a much lionized, liberal-policy intellectual, projected onto Zionist colonial experiments in Palestine a capitalist collectivism or liberal ideology that it did not possess. Yanaihara willfully misunderstood labor Zionism's seizure of already occupied land in Palestine. How, de Boer asks, was Yanaihara's interest in Palestine and Zionist collective agricultural settlements shaping his policies on Japanese colonial occupation of Taiwan and Manchuria? The centrality of Christian eschatology for Yanaihara was a part, but the main point de Boer raises is the enigma of the "just form of colonialism." A need to justify the perceived needs of Japanese working-class settlers in Manchuria during the 1930s led Yanaihara to annex justifications for imperialism and to project a civilizing mission onto nationstate aggression. De Boer's case study shows the heterogeneity of projects and political aims feeding the international circulation of colonial policy. And he rests his argument on a complex relation in Yanaihara's work between misrecognized space and enthusiastic, nationalist self-delusion.
Unmasking a "colonial policy" debate is de Boer's way of internationalizing and complicating colonial modernity. "The Making of a Cultural Icon for the Japanese Empire: Choe Seung-hui's U.S. Dance Tours and 'New Asian Culture' in the 1930s and 1940s" finds Sang Mi Park illustrating how a dance star assumed "representative status as a cultural icon for the Japanese Empire." Through Park's lavishly evidenced essay, Choe Seung-hui joins Josephine Baker as a racially, culturally ambiguous international icon. A colonial Chosen-born, Japan-educated "star" in the United States and later emblematic performer of good Japanese colonial citizen, Choe typifies the modern woman figure in inter-Asian colonial modernity. Also, Park argues, "the promotion of a colonial woman against the background of a rising colonial cultural boom in Japanese mass society and her political use for the betterment of Japan's relationship with Asia and the United States" complicates and deepens the "ambiguity of Japanese colonial cultural rule."
Hajime Nakatani cautions us against conflating postmodern epistemologies and the nonmodern epistemic regimes in studies of the Chinese early medieval period. We see his caution taken to heart in Margaret Hillenbrand's "The National Allegory Revisited." Hillenbrand initially points out an inconsistency. Fredric Jameson's theory of the "third-world national allegory" continues to gather calumny while among writers themselves -her example is Taiwan -"writing the nation" is a full-time occupation. Jameson, she argues, was not so much off the track as overly narrow in his definition of allegory. In the singular and ecstatic world of Taiwan letters, allegory as such is never far from hand. The challenging problem for Hillenbrand is the alleged incompatibility of methods of postmodern and postcoloniality in literary critique and their relation to allegory. Here Hillenbrand shows, particularly in the allegorical and historical fiction of Zhu Tianxin, why asserting national historical identity in the postcolonial fashion, while ransacking the postmodern arsenal to acknowledge history's mutability, can coexist in the same text.
Julia C. Bullock's "Fantasizing What Happens When the Goods Get Together: Female Homoeroticism as Literary Trope" tells us that Takahashi Takao's short story "Crystal" is an "allegory of the way bonds between women are irrevocably mediated by the exigencies of the heterosexual economy." Isolating a subset of contemporary 1960s stories about the erotic desire of one woman for another in the writing of ostensibly heterosexual writers, Bullock points to the historicity of a literary "queering" of such a singularly modernist, heterosexual matrix. The state mobilized for crash development routs the sexualities into the sexes. The essay confronts head-on the following problems: In these prevailing conditions, where heterosexuality is a rigid conflation of gender role and normative eroticism, how is female selfexpression written in literature? Will women's poetics always comply with the demand, "be a woman," and where compliance is withdrawn, how do enabling constraints condition erotic expression?
Where Bullock's concern is homoerotic writings' capacity to crack rigid heterosexist social matrices, Howard Choy's " 'To Construct an Unknown China': Ethnoreligious Historiography in Zhang Chengzhi's Islamic Fiction" spatializes and socializes a related question. Choy's texts are historiographic and literary histories of the Jahriyya, a minority Islamic sect among the Chinese Hui people, as reimagined in the creative work of an adult convert to Jahriyya, former Red Guard writer Zhang. Choy seeks a sympathetic "minor position" reading of Zhang. To this end he rereads some of Zhang's sources; the resulting essay is an elaborately documented history of Zhang's association with the tragic Jahriyya and their agonistic struggles. Here Choy finds "unknown China," supine, bereft, but still alive beneath the matrix of the state's mobilization for wealth and power. In a post-Deng, too-well-known China, the sublime, the complex, and the multiform possibilities that minoritarian life offers are tamped brutally below the surface, held beneath theorization or the horizon of history.
We see a different set of identitarian social claims in Bakirathi Mani's field study, "Beauty Queens: Gender, Ethnicity, and Transnational Modernities at the Miss India USA Pageant." Here a compulsive struggle for success enfolds the vast range of migrant stories into a brand-like unitary tale about upwardly mobile, uniformly middle-class, technologically advanced, brain-drain, India migrants and their "Indo-American" offspring. Racial formation in the cauldron of contemporary California feeds culturalist nostalgia for a repackaged "India," misrecognized in the secularist ideological moment as having already defused communal differences. The fragility of "secularism as a national project," which at the same time never questions "the dominance of Hindu nationalism" is, Mani argues, the point at which dominant Indian ideologies fuse with narratives of U.S. multiculturalism. While Zhang Chengzhi is seen in Choy's analysis to have found an optic when he converted to Islam, Mani's analysis stresses minoritized subjects conditioned in a context where their personhood has to conform to "the phantasm of normative citizenship."
Carlos Rojas tells us in "Flies' Eyes, Mural Remnants, and Jia Pingwa's Perverse Nostalgia" the writer Jia Pingwa's transdynastic fly with alien eyes inhabits "liminal zones of disembodiment and disintegration, against which idealized images of corporal and social unity become possible." To make this case Rojas offers a revisionist critique of the infamous, heavily censored, 1993 erotic novel Fallen City, in relation to Jia's earlier photo-essay titled Old Xi'an. Fallen City is infamous for its sex scenes and peculiar fetishization of objects and female body parts, particularly feet and shoes, which Jia associates with borders in space and time, such as historic walls and historic bits of language -Xi'an itself redolent of Chinese past history. While Rojas interprets much of the novel in terms of fetishistic displacement of self into objects, his ultimate point appears to be that in the chaotic amnesia of China's great transformation the disquisition of the fly marks the moment of the birth of new and painful subject forms.
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